
Kobelco SK135SR-3 13.5 tonne Excavator

Talk to our Earthmoving Product Specialists today 
on (08) 9455 2077
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Product Update

LiftRite Hire - Get the Right Hire

Talk to our Hire Team today on  (08) 9455 2077 

The excavator market is hard fought with a 
huge range of manufacturers and an even 
larger range of models. But when it comes to 
needing equipment that you rely on day in, day 
out to keep your business digging why would 
you risk anything other than Kobelco?

The SK135SR-3 is renown as the "go to" 
machine and best value in this size 
excavator. Available in Standard Boom, Off 
Set Boom or Long Carriage there is an SK135 
to suit your needs. 

Of course it's a Kobelco and comes standard with:

* Class Leading Warranty
* Innovative iNDr Noise and Dust Reduction System
* Exceptionally low fuel usage - Save around 21%
* GEOSCAN Remote Monitoring
* Excellent performance and productivity

At LiftRite Hire & Sales we pride ourselves in offering the best pre hire and post hire support putting you in 
the drivers seat. When you need to hire equipment for long or short term, even casual “just talk to LiftRite”.

We are the Material Handling equipment hire company, and we are experts at it.  No whipper snippers or 
cordless drills, no retail type sales staff. Our Hire team know our stuff giving you the confidence that we’ll get it 
right.

Talk to the Hire Team about  long or short 
term Kalmar Rental from 7.0 tonne:

* Forklifts from 7 tonne capacity
* Heavy Forklift Trucks
* Reachstackers
* Empty Container Handlers

Kalmar are the global container handling
experts - Hire the best for your site.

We have an extensive range of 
Manitou equipment available for hire:

* Industrial Forklifts
* Rough Terrain Forklifts
* Telehandlers
* Gehl Track Loaders
* Gehl Skid Steer Loaders



RT175 In Stock  - Talk to our Team for a Demo 
Today
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Manitou Telehandlers

Manitou - MRT-X2150+  Rotating Telehandler
Manitou have manufactured Rotating Telehandlers for 
many years as a solution for those looking for more 
flexibility than the run of the mill telehandler can provide.

This highly adaptable machine is available from a 14 metre, 
4.0 tonne capacity right up to 5.0 tonne capacity with a 
29.7 metre lifting height.

The MRT-X2150+ shown offers an excellent blend of reach 
and capacity at 4999 Kg capacity up to 20.9 Metres.

MRT-X is highly productive providing solutions across 
Telehandler, Crane and Elevating Work Platform tasks 
without the need for additional machines. It's ability to 
rotate allows unique access to areas that other equipment 
can't reach making it especially useful in areas with 
restriced access.

The MRT-X2150+ offers cost effective benefits across a 
wide range of industries from Mining to Construction and 
even Local Authorities. 

With a wide and unique range of genuine attachments, 
such as the innovative 3D EWP Basket System, tasks can 
be completed quickly and easily rather than using costly 
scaffolding or other less mobile solutions.

Manitou MRT-X2150 + Features

* 20.9 Metre Lifting Height
* 4999 Kg Capacity
* Power: 110 kW Mercedes OM904CA engine
* Transmission: Hydrostatic
* Outriggers: Front and Rear
* Drive: 4 Wheel Drive
* Steering: 3 Steering Modes

Safety is a priority with the cabin meeting ROPS and 
FOPS Level 2 standards plus the machine is fully 
compliant to AS1418.19 and AS2550.19

There Is Nothing Tougher Than A Gehl!

Attachments Available
Forks, Bucket, Jibs, Hydraulic Winch, EWP Baskets, 3D 

System, Concrete Skip

MRT-X2150+ In Stock Now

Gehl RT175 Track Loader Gen 3

If you are looking for a tough, machine that just gets 
the job done Gehl is the place to look. The RT175 G3 
Track Loader makes the job easy with time saving 
features, class leading tractive power, strong break 
out force and is equipped with the specifications that 
you want.  

Gehl RT175 Features

* 794 Kg Load Capacity
* 51 kW Yanmar Power Plant
* 3239 mm Lifting Height
* Ideal Trax Automatic Tensioning Tracks
* Excellent visibility
* Easy to use Multi Function Display




